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Women's Champions League: A giant step towards

African women's football global dominance 

FOREWORD  

In the 100 years history of FIFA, an African country
has never won a World Cup. Considering the talent
Africa and quality of footballers this continent has
exported over the past decades, this is an
unacceptable situation.
  
However, I’m certain women’s football will reverse
this and create history for Africa. The face of future
success in African football will be women – women’s
football.  

But to get to this goal and realization – we need to
go through a painful but necessary passage and
process – to plough, to nurture and develop. Soon,
those who come after us will enjoy the fruits of the
harvest. There is no doubt in my mind that this
process must start now.  

The TotalEnergies CAF Women’s Champions League
is a practical step towards the realization of this goal.
Through this competition, we are strengthening
football at League level. Players cannot develop just
by playing national team football – that is too
infrequent. We need a regular competitive football to
lift the standard of playing in our continent. 

The CAF Women’s Football Committee, ably led by
Vice-President, Kanizat Ibrahim, has a lot of work
ahead. However, we are extremely proud of the
strides already taken and we know that we are
working towards clear goals. 
 
The legacy of this leadership is inn investing in youth
and women’s football: We are thinking about the
future; to invest in the people who will carry the
hopes of our continent going forward.   Our
programmes on the ground must speak to our
aspirations because we will be judged on results.  
We cannot and will not succeed alone: We need the
support of the corporate world, the media, the public
and of course our Member Associations. 

Good luck to all the teams that have qualified.  Make
Africa proud! 

Dr Patrice Motsepe 
CAF President 
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Note from President of
Women’s Football Committee

Kanizat Ibrahim

Here we are at the dawn of the long-awaited event;
TotalEnergies CAF Women's Champions League,
Egypt 2021.  
This tournament marks CAF’s priority commitment
to actively contribute to the development of
women's football; an essential point that will make it
credible, and thus contribute to its professional
image in the future.  
I can only rejoice and congratulate the Member
Associations and CAF partners, who contributed to
the success of this first milestone edition of women's
football.  
Don’t be astonished when you look at the
performance on the pitch and the suspicion that
grips our players!  
Regarding the magnitude of this event, I can only
bow to the results obtained, and the positive social
impact affecting African women and girls.  

Seeing so many teams participating in the qualifiers
shows the enthusiasm women show in a sport
wrongly labeled by some as one for males. This
involvement is more than necessary, if together we
want to make African women's football a benchmark
in the sporting world. 

 Competition, while being Fair Play, remains the key
word to give prestige to women's football, so believe
in your success! 
Football can serve as a model for other industries.
Only the values of merit and competence prevail. 
Women's football is for women, a factor of
integration into society and can be a social lift,
allowing them to progress, flourish and assert
themselves in everyday life. 
With enthusiasm, I reiterate my warm
encouragement to all participants, and welcome the
fans to the symbolic land of Egypt. 
 
I have no doubt that the policy and strategy put in
place by President Motsepe will contribute to the
influence of African women's teams at the global
level.



Tournament  

CAF 

Media Officers 

LOC-EGYPT 2021   

Competition Media Manager: Charlotte Pelagie Eyoum  
Email: charlotte.eyoum@cafonline.com 
 

Communications Director: Alexandre Siewe
 Email: alexandre.siewe@cafonline.com
 
Head of Media Operations and Relations: Luxolo September
Email: Luxolo.september@cafonline.com 
 
CAF Media Channel: mediachannel@cafonline.com 
CAF Communications: communications@cafonline.com  
 

Inas Mazhar (Egypt) 
Jouda Khenissi (Tunisia)  
 

Email: efa_football@hotmail.com 
Communications Director: Osama Ismail 
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Media Team Contacts 



Accreditation

Media Accreditation opened on 29 September 2021 and closed on 20
October 2021 on the CAF Media Channel.
  
Accreditation Centre 
CAF Headquarters : Radisson Blu Hotel, Cairo Heliopolis 
Working days : Everyday starting from 1st November
Hours : 09:00 – 12:00   
 
Supplementary Access Device 
For high demand matches, media will have to apply for an SAD to access
media facilities. This information will be made available on the CAF media
channel. 
 
Media must apply for an SAD whenever required/asked to.  
A CAF Media Officer will be responsible for approving/ declining the
accreditation.  
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Name: The Arab Republic of Egypt
 
President: Abdel Fattah El-Sissi 

Official languages: Arabic 
 
Area: 1,010,408 km² 

Population: 101 million inhabitants 

Time zone: UTC +2 

Calling code: +20
 
Currency: Egyptian pound (EGP) Symbol: £, E£, L.E.
 
Exchange rate: 1 euro = 18.11 EGP; 1 dollar = 15.70 EGP; 1 EGP = 0.064
dollars; 1 EGP = 0.055 euro 

Capital: Cairo 

Host Country: Egypt



Cairo is the capital of Egypt, the largest city in the Middle East and one of the largest
in Africa and the whole world. Founded in 969 by the Fatimid dynasty, Cairo covers
over 3085 square kilometers with an estimated population of over 21 million, which
makes it one of the most inhabited cities in the world. 

Located near the Nile delta, Cairo was the site of several ancient national capitals
over the history of Egypt, including Memphis that was the place of the Great
Pyramids of Giza, one of the world’s wonders.
 
Cairo is called “City of the Thousand Minarets”, referring to the great number of
mosques found there. The most famous of them is Al-Azhar, which also doubles as
the biggest Islamic university in the world. The Egyptian capital is also the home for
the Arab League headquarters, and several continental and international
organizations, including the Confederation Africaine de Football (CAF). 

Cairo Metro is the first in Africa and one of the busiest fifteen lines in the world. The
city includes a great number of attractions, including The Egyptian Museum, Cairo
Tower, Cairo Citadel, and the River Nile. Cairo hosts one of the world’s biggest Film
Festivals annually, besides many musical and art shows, mainly in its famous Cairo
Opera House.
 
The weather in Cairo is somehow fresh in November, with an average of 23⁰ C. 
Cairo is the home of many clubs, including the infamous giants Al-Ahly and Zamalek;
the most successful teams in Africa, and Wadi Degla Sporting Club, the top Women’s
Club in Egypt. 

Host City: Cairo
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30 June Stadium will be one the main stadiums used for the TotalEnergies CAF
Women’s Champions League 2021. It is also known as Air Defense Stadium.
Opened in 2011 in New Cairo suburb, the modern styled stadium has a capacity of
30,000 and has witnessed some domestic and international matches, including
the UAE Super Cup being held there twice, the Total Africa Cup of Nations 2019. 

Venues of the TotalEnergies
Women’s Champions League 2021 

30 June Stadium 

The tournament will be played in the following natural grass stadiums 



Still in Cairo, the 2021 TotalEnergies CAF WCL will have the venue of Al Salam
Stadium. Built in 2009 as one of the 2009 FIFA U-20 World Cup venues, Al Salam
Stadium is also referred to as Al Ahly / Al Salam Stadium. It is home for Egyptian
Premier League sides Al Ahly and El Entag El Harby. With the capacity of 30,000,
Al Salam Stadium had originally an artificial grass pitch, before being modified to
natural grass in 2014.

Venues of the TotalEnergies
Women’s Champions League 2021 

The tournament will be played in the following natural grass stadiums 

Al Salam Stadium
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The TotalEnergies CAF Women's Champions League was born
from a desire to develop and advance women's football in
Africa.
  
It is part of CAF’s commitment to growing the game in the
continent – by strengthening club football in Africa
 
For this inaugural edition, a bidding procedure was launched
by CAF and Egypt was chosen as the host of the final
tournament scheduled from November 5 to 19.
 
The qualification phase of the competition kicked off at
regional/zonal level.  

History of the TotalEnergies Women’s Champions League 
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One (1) team from each zone: North, West A, West B, Central,
Centre-East and South

One team from the Host nation

One team from the zone holder of the title (as it is the first
edition, here the WAFCON title) 

The CAF Women's Champions League consisted of two phases:
a qualifying phase organized in each CAF Zone and a final
tournament for the regional winners.
  
Eight (8) teams participate in the final tournament according to
the following distribution (including the host country):
 

 

Qualifiers 
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WAFU A (West A Zone): AS Mande, Mali

Qualified teams: 

CECAFA (Centre-East Zone): Vihiga Queens, Kenya 

COSAFA (South Zone): Mamelodi Sundowns, South Africa

UNIFFAC (Central Zone): Malabo King’s, Equatorial Guinea

UNAF (North Zone): ASFAR, Morocco; Wadi Degla,
Egypt (host nation club) 

WAFU B (West B Zone): Hasaacas Ladies, Ghana;
Rivers Angels, Nigeria 
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GROUP AGROUP AGROUP A
WADI DEGLA (EGY)

AS MANDE (MLI)

MALABO KINGS (EQG)

HASAACAS LADIES FC (GHA)



GROUP BGROUP BGROUP B
VIHIGA QUEENS (KEN)

MAMELODI SUNDOWNS (RSA)

ASFAR (MAR)

RIVERS ANGELS FC (NGA)
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Teams profile 

WADI DEGLA (EGY)

Full name: Wadi Degla Sporting Club 
Nickname: Community of Champions 

Country: Egypt 
Founded in: 2007 

Zone: UNAF (Northern Zone) 
Coach: Wael El-Said 

Records: Qualified as host of the Final Tournament,
the Egyptian club has achieved a 12th domestic title
(Women’s Premier League) earlier this year 

Our ambition is to win this Champions League
especially its the maiden edition played here in

Egypt. We want to win the title.
Wael El-Said
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Teams profile 

Full name: Association Sportive de Mandé 
Nickname: Les Mandekas (The Mandekas) 

Country: Mali 
Founded in: 1991 (Men’s section) 

Zone: WAFU A (West A) 
Coach: Abdramane Maiga 

Records: WAFU A Qualifiers winner, won the first two editions
of the Mali women’s first division league (2017, 2021) and the
National Cup four times (2012, 2014, 2015, 2016)

We are starting on equal terms because these are
teams that have been designated as champions of

their respective zones. This means that we have
practically the same level and the same considerations

Abdramane Maiga

AS MANDE (MLI)
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Teams profile 

Full name: Malabo King’s Football Club 
Nickname: The Kings 

Country: Equatorial Guinea 
Founded in: 2019 

Zone: UNIFFAC (Central Zone) 
Coach: Ruben Garcia Gallego 

Records: Champion of 2019 Equatorial Guinea’s Primera
Division Femenina (Women’s National League), Winner of the
President's Cup in 2019 and TNO Cup 

The second round is accessible. And then we
had the chance, I can say the luck to avoid
South Africa and Nigeria [teams]. It is also

better to face them later, as late as possible.
Doceline Theolore

MALABO KINGS (EQG)
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Teams profile 

Full name: Hasaacas Ladies Football Club 
Nickname: Hasmal 

Country: Ghana 
Founded in: 1996 

Zone: WAFU B (WEST B) 
Coach: Yusif Basigi

Records: WAFU B Qualifiers champion, the club founded in
1996 is a Four-time winner of Ghanaian League (2013, 2014,
2015, 2021). They also won the 2021 National Cup. 

We were not looking to avoid any team…It is
just a matter of adjusting our preparations

accordingly to live up to expectations

Yusif Basigi

HASAACAS LADIES FC (GHA)
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Teams profile 

Full name: Vihiga Queens Football Club 
Nickname: Queens 

Country: Kenya 
Founded in: 2014 

Zone: CECAFA (Centre-East zone) 
Coach: Charles Okere 

Records: CECAFA Qualifiers champions, and winners of the
Kenya Women's League (FKF WPL) in 2017, 2018 and 2019. 

I'm preparing my team with the understanding that
each game will be very competitive. The same way we
prepared for the zonal qualifiers; we had training hard,

underrating no one and giving 100% in every game

Boniface Nyamuhnyamuh

VIHIGA QUEENS (KEN)
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Teams profile 

Full name: Mamelodi Sundowns Ladies FC 
Nickname: The Brazilians, Downs 

Country: South Africa 
Founded in: 2009 

Zone: COSAFA (Southern zone) 
Coach: Jerry Tsabalala 

Records: COSAFA Qualifiers champions, Three-time winners of
the South African Women's League. 

We are ready to go to Egypt and then conquer
Africa. If one wants to be the champion, you need

to play against a strong opponent from Africa

Jerry Tsabalala

MAMELODI SUNDOWNS (RSA)
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Teams profile 

Full name: Association sportive des Forces armées royales 

Nickname: Les Militaires (The Militaries) 
Country: Morocco 

Zone: UNAF (Northern Zone) 
Coach: Abdallah Haidamou 

Records: UNAF Qualifiers winners, eight-time Morocco League
champions (2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021) and
seven-time winners of the National Cup known as Throne Cup
(2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019) 

The chances of all the teams are equal, given their great
competitiveness. The teams which will be more realistic,

and which will approach the rounds of the competition with
the required seriousness will be the closest to the title

Abdallah Haidamou

ASFAR (MAR)
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Teams profile 

Full name: Rivers Angels Football Club 
Previous name: Larry Angels FC 

Country: Nigeria 
Founded in: 1986 

Zone: WAFU B (WEST B) 
Coach: Edwin Edem Okon 

Records: Runner up of WAFU A Qualifiers, the club created in
1986 won seven times the Nigeria Women’s League (1994,
2010, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2019, 2021) and eight times the
National Cup (2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2018) 

The target is to put up a better outing at the continent
stage and the only way we can achieve this is by having an

adequate preparation. We don't want to be in Egypt to
make up numbers but to participate and leave a mark

Edwin Okon

RIVERS ANGELS FC (NGA)
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Hotels and Training pitches
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List of referees

REFEREES



List of referees

ASSISTANT REFEREES
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Competition rules

List of players and online registration

The list of 21 players should be communicated to CAF Secretariat ten days before the first match of
the final tournament by midnight of 25th October 2021 at the latest. Hence, all the National
Associations whose teams are qualified for the final tournament must ensure that this list is
uploaded on the CAF Online system (CAF CMS).

Any National Association that does not comply with this stipulation will be subject to a fine of 5.000
US $ to CAF as per the disposition of article 69.1 of the Regulations governing the Women's
Champions League.
If the list is not received 7 days prior to the Kickoff time of the Final Tournament, the team will be
allowed to register only 19 players as per the regulations.

Increase of the number of players and the rules related to the match organization in case of

positive players in the COVID19 tests:

In line with FIFA and CAF protocol for the sanitary guidelines related to the COVID19 pandemic
including PCR tests for the players of the teams concerned by the matches, if the result of the test
of any player is positive, this player will not be authorized to participate in the said match.



Hence, to allow the teams participating in CAF competitions to have a sufficient number of players
during the matches; CAF Emergency Committee decided the following:
- To increase the list of players by 5 players (optional), therefore the list of players is increased to
26 players.
- Following the increase of the number of players in the list, A team which has 11 players must
participate in the match regardless the number of positive players in the PCR COVID19 test.
- The number of substitutions allowed in the Start-list remains unchanged in conformity with each
competition’s regulations.

The federation, which would like to increase the number of its players, is requested to cover the
cost of accommodation of the additional players. 

Replacement of injured players

A listed player may only be replaced in the event of serious injury up until 24 hours before the
kick-off of his team’s first match, after CAF has received a detailed medical assessment, and only
after acceptance and confirmation by the CAF Medical Committee that the injury is sufficiently
serious to prevent the player from taking part in the final competition. The association shall then
immediately nominate a replacement and inform the CAF General Secretariat accordingly.

Gender verification

“FIFA Gender Regulations” was adopted by CAF Standing Committee for women Football during
its meeting held in September 2011 and will be applied in this tournament.

Competition rules
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Important information

In order to avoid any problems when boarding departing or arriving in Egypt, media
representatives are asked to check whether they require a visa to enter Egypt.

For further information or request or visa upon arrival, you are kindly requested to contact LOC-
EGYPT 2021:  efa_football@hotmail.com

Entry visa to Egypt

https://images.cafonline.com/image/upload/caf-prd/zbmu8qg8ielslmphfnlp.pdf

Vaccination

Media representatives are urged to inquire about the vaccinations required for Egypt.

For COVID measures, kindly refer to the below link:

https://images.cafonline.com/image/upload/caf-prd/zbmu8qg8ielslmphfnlp.pdf
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